Comparison of accent theories of Japanese using E2E speech synthesis in terms of their effectiveness for learners to acquire natural prosody
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Abstract

When teaching Japanese prosody to learners, two major theories of lexical accent are available, but they decompose an observed pitch pattern differently into lexical and phrasal components. Which theory is more valid pedagogically? In this work, a candidate answer is sought by comparing the two theories using text-to-speech conversion technologies. An end-to-end speech synthesizer is assumed to be a machine learner, which is built in two ways using a speech corpus annotated differently based on the two theories. Naturalness of the synthesized voices is compared between them, and it is shown that the two theories do not make any significant difference. With this finding in mind, from practitioners’ point of view, a pedagogical suggestion is made on which theory should be used in which teaching context. The two theories correspond directly to opposite approaches of teaching and/or learning prosody, i.e., analytic and holistic.
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1. Introduction

Different teachers sometimes use different strategies to explain the same linguistic phenomena. Selection of the strategies may depend on various factors, such as learners’ background knowledge, their cognitive capacity, etc. Some strategies are directly based on real experiences of teachers, i.e., practitioners, while others are purely derived from theories of linguistics, acoustics, education, psychology, etc.

In the present paper, we focus on two theoretical frameworks of Japanese lexical accent [1, 2, 3, 4], both of which attempt to model an observed pitch pattern. Unlike other languages, in Japanese, both lexical prosodic control and phrasal prosodic control are realized primarily as pitch movements. The two theories decompose an observed pitch pattern into the two levels of prosodic control in different ways. This difference may cause some confusion when the two theories are introduced into education. One and the same prosodic phenomenon may be explained in different ways and, as many teachers and learners are not researchers, they may not understand how to interpret different explanations given from the two theories. A solution to this problematic situation may require experimental validation, where two groups of learners learn Japanese based on the two theories. The paper will also discuss which theory is more effective for the learners to acquire natural prosody. However, it may take a long time to validate experimentally.

In this paper, we attempt to provide a quick and technical solution, although we are very aware that it is not a complete solution. Recently, in speech synthesis, end-to-end (E2E) approaches have become very popular [5]. Being different from module-based development of speech synthesizers [6], the E2E approaches realize the process of text-to-speech conversion as one package, often implemented by training artificial neural networks. Explicit and hand-crafted knowledge for conversion is not needed at all to train an E2E system. A machine finds by itself how to map text to speech phonetically and prosodically to become a fluent reader. In this study, we radically assume that an E2E synthesizer is a simulator of a learner who wants to be a fluent reader independently of any teacher. E2E training is generally made with a speech corpus with its transcription, which can include some prosodic symbols. Different prosody annotations may result in different performances of conversion [7]. In experiments, we prepare a single speech corpus with different prosodic annotations based on the two theories. With this corpus, two E2E systems, i.e., two self-learners, are trained and compared with special attention to the naturalness of their prosodic control. Based on the experimental results and from practitioners’ viewpoint, a practical and pedagogical suggestion is made to teachers on which theory should be adopted in which teaching context.

2. Accent and intonation in Japanese

2.1. Two theories of lexical accent of Japanese
Every content word has its own lexical accent and is characterized as mora-based pitch movement [8]. A binary value (H/L) is assigned to each mora. This means that 2<sup>n</sup> H/L sequences are possible logically for an N-mora word but, in Tokyo Japanese, only N+1 types are allowed as lexical accents. The five accent types for four-mora words are illustrated in Figure 1. The following three facts are often explained in textbooks of Japanese. 1) The number of accent nuclei, which are the morae preceding a rapid pitch downfall and visualized as filled circle in Figure 1, is one or none in a word. 2) The accent type is identified only by the position of the accent nucleus. 3) A rapid pitch movement (L to H or H to L) is always found from the first mora to the second one in a word.

Recently, another very classical view of the lexical accent of Japanese [3] has been revisited, and the most influential accent dictionary of Japanese [4], published primarily for newscasters, has adopted this interpretation and the dictionary has been revised completely. As the two views or theories define the lexical accent differently, this revision caused some confusion among newscasters and teachers. While the above explanation describes the lexical accent is a mora-based H/L sequence, in the classical view, the lexical accent of a word is characterized only as the position of the accent nucleus and pitch control of any other parts in the word is independent of accentuation.

It seems that the first theory gives us a generative view of accentuation while the second theory gives us a discriminative view, but this differentiation is not adequate. As lexical prosodic control and phrasal prosodic control are both realized as pitch movements in Japanese, the second theory can still be interpreted as a generative one. In the following sections, the reason is explained. We also discuss how differently the two theories characterize the interactions between lexical and phrasal pitch controls.

`\[\text{Fig. 1. Five accent types for four-mora words of Japanese} \]

\[
\text{だいがく} \rightarrow \text{だいがくが} \quad \text{だいがくは} \quad \text{だいがくを} \\
\text{だいがくも} \quad \text{だいがくに} \quad \text{だいがくと}
\]

\[\text{Fig. 2. A word + a post-positional word = a bunsetsu} \]

\[
\text{type 1} \quad \text{type 2} \quad \text{type 3} \quad \text{type 4} \quad \text{type 0}
\]

\[\text{Fig. 3. Five accent types for five-mora bunsetsus of Japanese} \]

### 2.2. Words, bunsetsus, and phrases

In Japanese, a content word is often concatenated with a short post-positional word to form the shortest phrase, called bunsetsu. The post-positional word represents the case of the bunsetsu. With different post-positional words, a content word can generate different bunsetsus, shown in Figure 2.

Mora-based pitch control required to read aloud bunsetsus in Tokyo Japanese is shown in Figure 3, which is very similar to Figure 1. In classrooms, reading bunsetsus is taught to learners using Figure 3. Here, initial pitch rises are explicitly visualized because naturalness decreases without pitch rises. In the second and classical theory, this pitch movement is claimed strongly to be irrelevant to lexical accentuation. Then, how should that be interpreted?

Several and consecutive bunsetsus form a longer phrase, over which a global and gradual pitch declination is generally found. An example is shown in Figure 4. The first theory decomposes this pitch control as addition of two accent controls and a single two-bunsetsu-long intonational control [9], visualized in Figure 5. Here, pitch rises are regarded as accentual rises. The second theory explains the same pitch pattern as two consecutive intonational controls, corresponding to two bunsetsus, and pitch rises are regarded as intonational rises, not accentual rises, shown in Figure 6. Here, accent control is realized only as pitch fall, shown as a blue arrow. In the first theory, intonational control is a global declination of pitch, while in the second theory, it is a rapid pitch rise, followed by a subsequent gradual pitch declination. It is very clear that the two theories decompose an observed pitch pattern in different ways.

`\[\text{Fig. 4. An example of pitch movement in Japanese} \]

\[\text{Fig. 5. Interpretation based on the first theory} \]

\[\text{Two blue arrows represent the position of accent nucleus.} \]

\[\text{Fig. 6. Interpretation based on the second theory} \]

\[\text{Fig. 7. Accent sandhi (change) found in compound nouns} \]

This theoretical difference can be emphasized in a specific situation, known as accent sandhi. When a noun and another noun are concatenated to form a compound noun to represent a new semantic instance, accent sandhi inevitably takes place [8]. Figure 7 shows two examples, showing that a compound noun is uttered with a long accent type. The principle of accent sandhi for connecting nouns is that the nucleus...
of the final noun remains as the nucleus of the resulting compound noun, and that some pitch rises and falls in the original nouns are removed. The two theories do not differ in explaining accent sandhi.

![Simple and intact concatenation of bunsetsus and simplified pitch control explained by the two theories](image)

Next, a focus is put on pitch control realized when connecting bunsetsus. A sequence of bunsetsus can be uttered naturally enough by concatenating them intact, shown as top of Figure 8. However, pitch control is often simplified. The two theories explain accent control simplification in different ways, shown also in Figure 8. The first theory claims that the nucleus in the first bunsetsu remains as the nucleus of the resulting phrase, and that some pitch rises and falls in the original bunsetsus are removed. Thus, the pitch movement of the resulting phrase satisfies the three facts or conditions explained in Section 2.1. Since a two-bunsetsu phrase is uttered seemingly with its pseudo lexical accent, in the first theory, this pitch grouping is called accentual phrase. In this theory, it is often explained that bunsetsus as well as nouns are concatenated to form an accentual phrase [1, 2, 8, 9].

In the second theory, however, the concept of accentual phrase is strongly rejected [3, 4]. Simplified pitch movements in two bunsetsus explained by the second theory are shown in Figure 8, where the utterance-initial pitch rise always stays and the other pitch rises are removed. Pitch falls are never removed, and more than one nucleus are found in the resulting phrase, not satisfying the first condition in Section 2.1. Only pitch downfalls (and their positions) are related to lexical accentuation, and they are never removed.

When native speakers utter the two bunsetsus in Figure 8 with simplified pitch control, which theory can explain acoustic observations more accurately? Answering this question is difficult, because it is widely known that a pitch fall observed in the n-th (n>1) accent nucleus in a phrase becomes significantly smaller than that in the first nucleus, called catathesis [1, 2]. Thus, in the first theory, the n-th nuclei (n>1) are ignored and the lexical accent theory, which explains accent sandhi observed in a compound noun, is generalized and applied to pitch control when bunsetsus are concatenated to form a longer phrase. Here, some pitch falls and rises in the original bunsetsus are removed to satisfy the conditions in Section 2.1.

In the second theory, however, this generalization is prohibited, and it is claimed strongly that accentuation is a lexical control, not a phrasal control. In this theory, accent is characterized only as pitch downfall, and pitch rises are always intonational (phrasal) control and can be removed depending on context.

In the following section, the two theories are compared in terms of the naturalness of prosodic control realized in two E2E synthesizers, which are trained based on the two theories independently.

3. Experiments

3.1. Speech corpus with prosodic annotation

These days, several broadcasting companies have developed their own E2E synthesizers as virtual news casters [7]. To realize a high performance, not pure text but text with prosodic symbols is often used as input to text-to-speech conversion. In [7], Tacotron2 [5] and WaveNet [10] were used to generate spectrogram and speech waveforms, respectively. In Japanese, there are four kinds of letters and the KaNa system, which is one of them, was used as phonemic symbols for input text, and in [7], a KaNa sequence with prosodic symbols was converted to speech.

Our experimental comparison of the two theories was made on a development framework, which is similar to [7]. To simulate the learning process of Japanese learners, we used a part of the training corpus that was used for virtual casters. After some preliminary experiments, we used 3,000 read-aloud sentences, which were recorded from a professional female narrator. They were digitized at 16 bits and 22.05 kHz. For training virtual casters in [7], prosodic symbols were adequately attached to the full corpus, but special attention was not paid to compactness of prosodic annotations. Even with redundant annotations, machine learning algorithms are highly expected to select or merge those annotations effectively. In our experiments, out of the original prosodic symbols, two subsets were extracted so that they can correspond exactly to the two theories. Table 1 shows the full and original list of prosodic symbols prepared for this experiment. A KaNa sequence with full annotation is shown in Figure 9. It should be noted that the phonetic and/or prosodic meanings of these symbols are not given explicitly or even implicitly to train E2E systems. This is a reason why we regard the training procedure of E2E systems as a process of complete self-learning without any support from teachers.
3.2. Three different styles of prosodic annotation

Table 2 shows the full set and the two subsets of A and B, corresponding to the first and second theories, respectively. The inter-phrase symbols in Table 1 have inclusion relation in themselves. Every intonational boundary is a bunsetsu boundary and, since % is not allowed in prosodic annotation with subset A, every % in the original annotation is replaced by | for subset A (the first theory).

Subset A is derived by taking Japanese textbooks into account in which a sequence of KaNa letters is written always with a white space (“ “) between two consecutive bunsetsus and always with the accent value (H/L) for every KaNa, as shown in Figure 3. Here, intonational phrase boundaries without a pause are not symbolized but bunsetsu boundary symbols are used instead. In subset B, a pitch rise is treated as inevitable in intonational control, not as accent-based inter-mora pitch transition (/).

The example shown in Figure 9 is re-annotated with subsets A and B in Figure 10. The differences among them seem to be minor, but they are very major theoretically. Comparison between A and B asks a very essential question on whether pitch rises are accentual rises or intonational rises.

Table 2. Three sets of symbols used for comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>full</th>
<th>subset A</th>
<th>subset B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) inter-phrase symbols</td>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>intonational phrase without a pause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bunsetsu boundary†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) accent-based inter-mora symbols</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>rapid pitch rise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>rapid pitch fall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>flat pitch transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) other symbols</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>beginning of a sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>end of a sentence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† In spoken Tokyo Japanese, many bunsetsu boundaries are acoustically realized as accentual phrase boundaries.

Subsets A and B have inclusion relation in themselves. Subset C shares the same set of notations. Even with redundant annotations, machine learning algorithms for TTS, special attention is not paid to compactness of annotation.

Three kinds of synthesized speech of the 25 sentences were used for the two trials, or they sounded similar. The subsets of B and C share the same set of phonetic notations. In subset B, a pitch rise is treated as inevitable in intonational control, not as accent-based inter-mora pitch transition (/).

The example shown in Figure 9 is re-annotated with subsets A and B in Figure 10. The differences among them seem to be minor, but they are very major theoretically. Comparison between A and B asks a very essential question on whether pitch rises are accentual rises or intonational rises.

Subsets A:

| | \| |

Subsets B:

| | \| |

Table 2. Three sets of symbols used for comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>full</th>
<th>subset A</th>
<th>subset B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) inter-phrase symbols</td>
<td>$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>intonational phrase without a pause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bunsetsu boundary†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) accent-based inter-mora symbols</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>rapid pitch rise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>rapid pitch fall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>flat pitch transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) other symbols</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>beginning of a sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>end of a sentence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† In spoken Tokyo Japanese, many bunsetsu boundaries are acoustically realized as accentual phrase boundaries.

3.3. Training of three E2E speech synthesizers

To train speech synthesizers, the training conditions used in [7] were adopted except for the following two conditions. The first one is the number of training utterances, explained in Section 3.1. The other is pre-training. To simulate learners’ strategy and realize efficient learning, pre-training was introduced. Here, bunsetsus were segmented by referring to the original annotations, and pre-training was conducted with a full set of bunsetsu-segmented speech samples. After that, a main training procedure was run by using the original sentence-long utterances.

For waveform generation, we used the Griffin-Lim vocoder [11] instead of the WaveNet vocoder [10]. With the latter vocoder, naturalness of acoustically realized phonemes will be improved, but this study focuses only on naturalness of prosody acoustically realized from text with prosodic symbols. Further, as the Griffin-Lim vocoder can reduce the time required for training, we used it in the experiments.

3.4. Listening experiments using crowdsourcing

For training the three synthesizers, we used a part of the original speech corpus and for assessment, we used the remaining part of the corpus. Out of it, 100 sentences, which were as long as 60 to 80 morae, were randomly selected. In addition, only the sentences every mora of which was synthesized with adequate phonetic features were further selected. Finally, 25 sentences were randomly selected for assessment.

Three kinds of synthesized speech of the 25 sentences were used in the listening experiments on a crowdsourcing infrastructure, where thirty native adults were recruited. In a trial, two synthetic voices of the same sentence were presented with a 1-sec interval and subjects had to select the synthetic voice that sounded more natural in terms of accent and intonation control. Selection was done in a forced manner. The same pair was presented twice (two trials) but they were presented in a different order for each trial. One subject judged the prosodic naturalness of a pair of synthetic voices in the two trials and s/he judged five pairs, resulting in 10 trials in total.

3.5. Comparison of the two theories in terms of naturalness

Results of the experiments are summarized in Figure 11. Each colored bar represents the ratio of subjects who judged that method X or Y sounded more natural constantly for the two trials, or they sounded similar. Those who answered differently in the two trials were identified as subjects who judged that the two methods realized the same naturalness in terms of prosodic control. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for counts of judgment as higher naturalness.

When comparing the full set of symbols to subsets A and B, the number of constant judges is higher in the full set, but significant differences are not observed. Similarly, when comparing the two subsets of
A and B, the number of constant judges is larger in B, but a significant difference in counts of higher naturalness is not observed either between the two methods. We consider that prosodic annotation with the full set is somewhat redundant and similar enough prosodic control was realized only with subset A or B. Any symbol in input text is generally realized acoustically depending on its context. The same phoneme in different contexts is sometimes realized as different phones, called allophones. A prosodic symbol is also considered to be realized acoustically depending on its context and it is called as allotonic variation of that prosodic symbol [12]. This will be a reason why subset A or B can realize the same level of naturalness in prosodic control compared to the full set.

![Fig. 11. Summary of results of the listening experiments](image)

3.6. Comparison of the two theories in terms of attention level

Tactron2 uses attention mechanism, which controls the level of attention paid to each symbol in the text. By observing the attention level in the synthesizer trained with the full set, it is possible to discuss which symbols are more important. We calculated means and variances of the attention level of % and / for all the testing sentences. The two symbols are the only difference between subsets A and B. ANoVA showed that / tended to have a significantly (p<0.001) higher level of attention. This may simply indicate that / is more important than %, implying that the first theory is more valid than the second theory, but we should discuss this very carefully. / is placed at a mora boundary exactly at which a pitch rise takes place acoustically, but % is a phrase boundary and is placed before the rise. This alignment gap may have influenced the level of attention. More detailed analysis is needed by using sentences with various prosodic and syntactic structures specified.

4. Practical suggestions to teachers

Results of the listening experiments showed that E2E systems, which were assumed to be machine self-learners, were so flexible that they became good and fluent readers either with subset A or B. Pedagogically speaking, however, we claim that it is not adequate to conclude that the two theories are effectively equivalent as teaching strategy. In this final section, we attempt to make some practical and pedagogical suggestions to teachers on how to differentiate the two theories functionally depending on the context of teaching Japanese prosody to learners.

![Fig. 12. Maximum simplification of prosodic control based on the two phonological theories of Japanese prosody](image)

The first author developed OJAD [13], Online Japanese Accent Dictionary, which is a web-based educational infrastructure to teach or learn Japanese prosody, i.e., lexical and phrasal control of pitch. Before COVID-19, the first author had carried out more than 150 tutorial workshops of OJAD in over 40 countries. The workshops were held more often as training programs provided to native and non-native teachers of Japanese, not as tutorial lectures to learners. Through a series of the workshops and discussion with teachers, we found that the two theories correspond directly to two opposite ways of teaching Japanese prosody to learners, which are analytic and holistic approach of prosody training. To explain this, two examples of maximum simplification of pitch control are visualized in Figure 12 for concatenating four bunsetsus of accent types 0, 4, 3, 2 in this order. The two examples correspond to the two theories. By the first theory, shown on top in Figure 12, the maximum simplification makes pitch control in the resulting phrase similar to that in a long word. Teachers using the second theory, however, explain the maximally simplified pitch control, shown below in Figure 12, by introducing the principle of sentence-level pitch control as after the initial rise, all falls. They generalize this principle and apply it to word-level pitch control. Here, pitch rises are treated always as intonational rises and pitch falls are never removed.

On the other hand, as explained in Section 2.2, the first theory of pitch control is based on the lexical accent control, and it applies the lexical control when concatenating bunsetsus to form a phrase or a sentence. It is evident that the first theory supports a bottom-up and analytical approach of teaching Japanese prosody, while the second theory supports a top-down and holistic approach of teaching it to learners.

Figure 13 shows an example of bottom-up and gradual simplification of prosodic control for the four bunsetsus based on the first theory, which starts with intact concatenation of the four bunsetsus, shown with *. In the figure, the ending two bunsetsus are concatenated to form an accentual phrase and then, the first two bunsetsus are connected to form another accentual phrase. Finally, all four bunsetsus are
The listening experiment showed that E2E systems are so flexible that learners prefer the first theory. This may simply indicate that pitch is more important than stress, implying that the first theory is more valid than the second theory, but we should discuss more carefully. Is placed at a mora boundary where realization of prosodic symbols is thought to be made with subset C, as considered to be realized acoustically depending on its context and it is connected to form a single and long accentual phrase. In this context, we are sure that learners prefer the first theory. They start with intact concatenation of bunsetsus and learn various pitch control by complicating the initial control of pitch. On the other hand, many other learners learn Japanese by viewing Japanese animations or dramas. Here, they learn by heart orally many sentence-level expressions first, and then decompose them to find the individual words. In this context, we are sure that learners prefer the second theory. They start with a pitch pattern with initial rise and all falls and learn various pitch control by complicating the initial control of pitch.

Of course, teachers’ preference may decide which approach to take. For example, if a teacher uses the Verbo-tonal method [14] to teach a language, s/he will prefer the second theory. In this method, prosodic control is taught to learners holistically using body gestures and hand gestures. Those teachers supporting the Verbo-tonal method often claim that holistic learning should precede analytic learning.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we attempted to provide an answer to a question on which of the two theories of Japanese lexical accent should be adopted in language classes. We assumed that an E2E speech synthesizer is completely self-learning, and two versions of E2E systems, corresponding to the two theories, were compared. Although no significant differences were found, we made several practical suggestions on which theory should be used in which teaching contexts.
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